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Abstract

Traditional knowledge management (KM) approaches aim to archive in-
formation from the past so lessons will not be forgotten, implying that the
information needs of the future are expected to be the same as they were in
the past. The basic assumption underlying our approach is that knowledge
is not a commodity to be consumed but is collaboratively designed and
constructed, emphasizing innovation, continuous learning, and collabora-
tion as important processes.

Our approach to KM focuses on a design perspective in which workers
as stakeholders create new knowledge as they carry out their work prac-
tices. Our goal is to enable innovative practices at a social level by sup-
porting collaboration and communication. We see knowledge as an intrin-
sic aspect of collaborative design practices, in which stakeholders are
integrating the knowledge they collaboratively construct into the
(re)design of solutions and the practices themselves.

Exploring this approach, our research has studied the design and de-
ployment of a collaborative KM system, Web2gether, which was devel-
oped to facilitate the creation and development of social networks among
special education professionals. This effort has set the stage for a more
systematic and thorough study of the integration of this technology into
these professionals’ day-to-day work practices. It has enhanced our under-
standing concerning the issues pertaining to the adoption of Web2gether as
a KM system and its effectiveness in addressing its users’ real information
and support needs.
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Introduction

The traditional approach for knowledge management (KM) often considers
knowledge as a commodity (Murray, 2000). An alternative view of KM
oriented toward design communities focuses on support for collaboration,
communication, and development of social networks (SNs) among
stakeholders in design activities.

A discussion on KM cannot be restricted to the epistemological analysis
of knowledge or the technical evaluation of a KM system. It has to address
the various scales of interaction that impact the work practices of those in-
volved in the processes of introducing and employing new KM practices
and systems. Although the underlying definition of knowledge, either as a
commodity or as the outcome of a design practice, will influence the de-
sign approach for KM practices and systems (see Table 1), a more thor-
ough guideline for design needs to be complemented with a deeper under-
standing of social, technical, and organizational aspects of the context in
which KM is to be employed. These aspects will help in unveiling the op-
portunities and challenges of the approach.

Toward this end, we have devised a more complete framework for KM
based on the design perspective.  In this framework, knowledge is regarded
as being distributed among stakeholders and artifacts, being enacted while
they carry out design activities within communities of practices and/or in-
terests. As such, this framework draws on the concepts of distributed cog-
nition, social networks, and information ecologies.  A KM system to sup-
port this perspective should be based on the design of living organizational
memories, which are evolving and collaborative repositories of informa-
tion. This design approach draws on a process model for evolving and
collaborative systems—namely, the seeding, evolutionary growth,
reseeding model.

In this chapter, we describe and contrast the two conceptual foundations
for KM to set the stage for an empirical study in which the design per-
spective was employed to support the complex and distributed work of
special education professionals. This study has helped us further under-
stand the opportunities and challenges in employing such a perspective in a
real context. A successful integration of novel KM practices and systems
into the work setting required major organizational and social changes,
which can be facilitated or hindered by existing organizational structures
(such as work, social, and incentive structures). Only through the balance
between “the traditions and the transcendences” (Ehn, 1988) will KM ap-
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proaches be able to respect these existing structures and at the same time
help to enhance these practices with innovations.

The two perspectives outlined in Table 1 serve as the focus of the ap-
proach put forth later in this chapter. We start our discussion by describing
and comparing the commodity perspective and the design perspective.
Next, we describe our effort to apply the design perspective to a major
project in which we created a collaborative KM system, Web2gether, to
serve the needs of the special education professionals for people with dis-
abilities. Our research has shown the opportunities and pointed to some of
the benefits in utilizing this system to support the work of these profes-
sionals. We focused on providing them with professional and personal
support through the development of social networks. To this end, we de-
signed Web2gether to support the distributed and situated work of special
education professionals, by implementing the notion of social network in
the core of the system. The design perspective is not without challenges.
We discuss the lessons learned from our research and development effort,
including some challenges in deploying Web2gether.

Table 1: Two Perspectives of KM (Fischer and Ostwald, 2001).

Commodity Perspective Design Perspective

Nature of Knowledge Object Enacted
Creation Specialists Stakeholders

Integration Design time Use time
Tasks System-driven User-driven
Learning Transferred Constructed
Dissemination Broadcasting On-demand
Technologies Closed, static Open, dynamic
Work Style Standardized Improvised
Social Structures Top-down Peer-to-peer
Work Structures Hierarchical CoP and CoI
Incentive Structures Job assignments Direct involvement
Breakdowns Errors to be avoided Opportunities
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Two Perspectives on KM

In the traditional views of KM, knowledge is regarded as a commodity that
needs to be captured, stored, and indexed to allow efficient retrievals in the
future. The underlying assumption is that future needs are most likely to be
the same as those of today. The responsibility for creating adequate
“knowledge structures” to enable future retrievals from the shared reposi-
tory of “knowledge objects” is delegated to specialists (e.g., knowledge
engineers), who at design time (when a KM system is designed and devel-
oped) create such structures.

Our work is grounded on a design perspective of KM that supports a de-
sign culture in which collaborating, working, learning, and creating
knowledge are complementary aspects of the same social practice. From
this perspective, knowledge does not reside inside one’s head, but is dis-
tributed in a network of stakeholders and artifacts, and collaboratively con-
structed and enacted as work situations unfold. Stakeholders are reflective
practitioners (Schön, 1983), who struggle to understand and solve ill-
defined problems. Learning is intrinsic to problem solving because prob-
lems are not given but must be framed and solved as unique instances.
Knowing in action provides a rich interpretive framework for individuals
to cope with these new situations. As Schön put it, “our knowing is in our
actions” (ibid, p. 49).

This perspective has two essential aspects. First, stakeholders, not spe-
cialists, create knowledge. Knowledge is an intrinsic aspect of acting in
practice and is created by those who own the problems as they emerge
(Fischer, 1994). Second, knowledge is a collaborative by-product of work.
By actively participating, stakeholders become “knowers,” and by collabo-
rating, they construct knowledge. These aspects are summarized in Table
1, which contrasts the traditional “commodity perspective” of KM with the
“design perspective.”

From our perspective knowledge should not be treated as an object cre-
ated, integrated, and stored by knowledge specialists at design time, to be
later manipulated, transferred, and retrieved by users at use time (when the
KM system is deployed and used), when they encounter problems and
knowledge becomes necessary. It is instead one of the by-products of get-
ting work accomplished, as enacted in collaborative practices by a network
of stakeholders. In this network, these stakeholders, such as engineers, ar-
chitects, government representatives, and local citizens, engage in the de-
sign of a joint solution to a common problem, and collaboratively con-
structing the knowledge necessary to address the problem at hand.
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Knowledge is integrated into potential solutions at use time by means of
user-driven tasks, rather than being predefined at design time through a se-
ries of canonical (system-driven) tasks. In light of that, the design process
considers learning as a process of knowledge construction acquired as
stakeholders act and improvise while carrying out their activities. In con-
trast, the commodity perspective regards learning as the transfer of knowl-
edge from the “knowers” to the “learners.” Knowledge is broadcast to an
audience through standardized tasks, rather than being activated on-
demand.

These two perspectives emerge from and support two distinct organiza-
tional structures. Knowledge as a commodity rests on top-down social
structures in which there is a clear distinction between those who create
the knowledge and those who need and use it. From the design perspec-
tive, no clear line exists between these two groups in that those who own
the problem and need the knowledge are the ones who help to create it and
later integrate it into the solutions. The top-down structure often reflects
the hierarchical structures of roles and power of work structures, whereas
the peer-to-peer structure reflects the types of work structures that take
place in communities of practice (CoPs) (Wenger, 1998) and communities
of interest (CoIs) (Fischer, 2001).

Another relevant implication of a top-down approach pertains to the in-
centive structures required to maintain the ongoing processes of creating
and integrating knowledge as practices distinct from problem solving. This
approach thus fosters a discrepancy between who does the work and who
benefits (Grudin, 1988). This requires formal reward systems in organiza-
tions to motivate the process, such as mandatory and/or paid job assign-
ments. In contrast, in a bottom-up approach, the incentive structures are
often inherent from the collaborative structures of CoP and CoI.
Stakeholders in this approach are more likely to actively participate due to
their direct involvement with and ownership of the problems at hand.

The design of a technology to support either perspective carries with it
certain implications. The commodity perspective rests on the premise that
knowledge will be acquired, indexed, and stored at design time to address
problems at use time. This implies the design of a closed system whereby
information is preprocessed by knowledge engineers before the users of
the system can make use of it. In contrast, the design perspective is
grounded on the premise that knowledge is enacted in practice, and that
stakeholders will activate the necessary other networks, information
sources, and technologies so they can address their situated needs.
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Traditional Views of Knowledge

In the 1990s, a major strategic shift took place in organizations with the
acceleration of the rate of political, economic, and technical changes as
well as the increasing worldwide use of information and communication
technologies. At the same time that such changes were paving the road for
a global market, globalization reciprocally helped to accelerate them. The
new tendencies of this “information economy” required organizations to
shift from simply thinking about products and marketplaces to focusing on
resources, human capacities, and core competencies. The ability to outper-
form the marketplace rested on continuous generation of human capital,
“generation and synthesis of collective, and organizational knowledge”
(Brown and Duguid, 1998, p. 91). Particular attention was given to the
challenges and opportunities of sharing and transferring knowledge within
and across organizations. This became the major tenet and driving force of
the traditional KM paradigm, which assumes that experiences lived in the
past should not be forgotten in order to inform future experiences. Knowl-
edge required and created thereof is deemed as a stock or resource to be
captured, codified, archived, transferred, and disseminated, i.e. as cur-
rency.

The major approaches to address the challenges posed by this view take
a “taxonomic” (Tsoukas, 1996) perspective. Such a perspective attempts to
classify different “types of knowledge” in different organizations, which
supposedly would create effective means for generating, sharing, and man-
aging knowledge (Orlinkowski, 2002). Many classifications stem from and
elaborate on the distinction made by Polanyi (Polanyi, 1966) between tacit
knowledge and explicit knowledge. Other dichotomies associated with
knowledge were thereafter elaborated, such as codified versus noncodified
knowledge (Hansen, 2002); “know-how” versus “know-what” (Brown and
Duguid, 1998); and procedural versus declarative knowledge. They repre-
sent important, yet limited attempts to explain how knowers know (or
learn) what they know (or need to know) to accomplish their tasks.

Explicit knowledge is commonly portrayed as simply codified or codifi-
able knowledge. As such, knowledge is treated as information, or “know-
what,” which can be reified and thereby captured, codified, and archived
for future reference, and often is removed from the context in which it was
generated. In contrast, tacit knowledge is usually discussed as personal,
non-articulated, experience-based, and skill-type bodily knowledge
(Polanyi, 1966). It can be thought of as a latent ability, often acquired
through experience that can be enacted and activated in the context of
work practices. As such, tacit knowledge contains subjective elements that
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make it more difficult to articulate, and it embeds elements of a particular
practice that makes it difficult to transfer from one practice to another, thus
making it “sticky.” It is distributed among stakeholders, artifacts, and the
social environment, which together with norms, division of labor, and mo-
tives constitute the activities of a CoP or a CoI.

A purely taxonomic view of knowledge poses intractable difficulties to
the design of KM systems. The articulation and (de)contextualization of
tacit knowledge are widely debated, yet unsolved problems. Due to the
nature of tacit knowledge, namely being based on experiences derived
from actions and interactions in a context, it emerges from a practice and
can not be always associated with a specific element that constitutes it. Be-
cause tacit and explicit knowledge are mutually constituted and thereby are
sui generis (Brown and Duguid, 1998), the transferring of knowledge from
one practice to another becomes inherently problematic. There is a need
for KM researchers and practitioners to go beyond the dichotomies.
Knowledge should instead be seen as the ability to enact knowledgeably in
practice (Orlinkowski, 2002), as “know-how” integrated with “know-
what” in practice, and as an emerging, often distributed, property of these
practices.

These dichotomies have led to a narrow view of knowledge, organiza-
tional knowledge, and knowledge management. Knowledge has been re-
garded as a stock or a thing that somehow needs to become explicit so that
it can be shared among stakeholders within and across organization
boundaries. It fails to recognize that tacit and explicit knowledge are mutu-
ally constituted (Tsoukas, 1996) and cannot (and should not) be detangled
from the practice from which they emerged. In particular, this view has led
to two problematic notions of knowledge and the approaches to knowl-
edge, namely, knowledge of the past and knowledge as commodity.

Knowledge of the Past

“Those who cannot remember the past are con-
demned to repeat it.” (George Santayana)

The quote from George Santayana reflects the underlying assumptions
pertaining to the traditional approaches for KM. The major goal is to ar-
chive “knowledge” from the past so that lessons will not be forgotten. This
is a rather limiting view of KM because it implies that the information
needs of the future will necessarily be the same as they were in the past.
Subsequently, those who need information for the problem at hand are
treated as simply passive consumers of information (Fischer, 2002).
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Knowledge of the past represents an attempt to articulate knowledge
gained from previous experiences in order to anticipate future problems
and to inform future actions. In organizations, it takes the form of best
practices, scenarios, technical and directive documents, and reports that are
generated by specialists based on previous experiences as well as antici-
pated and interpreted future needs. The goal is to provide efficient ways
for users to access and share such explicit knowledge, although it alone is
most likely to be insufficient to help in solving the problem at hand. Two
distinct problems thus arise from this view. One is the assumption that this
static and somewhat limited notion of knowledge can handle the complex
and dynamic nature of real-life problems. The other is that it relies on ex-
isting understandings of the work practices it intends to support (Orr,
1990) and on imaginative limits of those who create it (Snowden, 1998).

In analyzing the effectiveness of formal documents in supporting every-
day practices, Orr (1990) asserts that directive documentations are “de-
signed not to enable deduction but to direct technicians to the solution
through a minimal decision tree” (p.171). The premise is that the most ef-
fective sequence of actions can be determined at design time by developers
and knowledge engineers who have a strong understanding of the tech-
nologies they develop but are likely to have a limited understanding of the
context wherein such technologies are used. Not only do they have to an-
ticipate possible problems with the technology, possible diagnoses, and ef-
ficient paths to the solution, but they also assume that the problems techni-
cians will face in the field and the instructions to solve them are context-
free, due exclusively to technical mishaps. Orr shows the extent to which
this approach alone has been elusive and ineffective. He argues instead
that users’ most important goal is not necessarily to “fix a machine,” but
rather the relationship between the clients and their machines, and their
relationships with the clients—in other words, “to keep clients happy”
(ibid, p. 172).

Knowledge of the past is thus useful to the extent that it can anticipate
future needs and be transferred across different contexts. It involves the
articulation and organization of possible states and needs that can be an-
ticipated at design time to address problems at use time. Hence, it consti-
tutes a closed system. The “closedness” refers to the fact that the underly-
ing sociotechnical structures of such systems are determined at design time
and are unlikely to be modified at use time by the users. Closed systems do
not give ownership to those who own the problem, but to a selected group
of designers whose major challenge is to foresee all possible tasks and
breakdowns in order to store answers to questions that might arise there-
after. These systems are likely to contain information that is chronically
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out of date and reflects an outsider’s view of the work (Brown and Duguid,
2000).

Closed systems often limit the communication channels between those
who own (or have mastered) the (sociotechnical) artifacts and those who
own the problem (Fischer, 1994). In real work settings, stakeholders may
not restrict their actions to those anticipated by a directive documentation
(Orr, 1990), but their achievements and their innovative actions would un-
likely be shared with other members of their work community via the “of-
ficial channels.” Innovation will likely happen outside the system. The
sharing of innovations, “know-how,” and successful work experi-
ences—war stories—often takes unexpected pathways. Orr (Orr, 1996) re-
vealed that, due to the absence of information or difficulties in interpreting
the directives in the documentations, technicians expect to learn from one
another, and, despite the individual character of their work, they make the
effort to meet each other and to share their “war stories.”

Knowledge as Commodity

"Knowledge is presented as a commodity to be
acquired, never as a human struggle to under-
stand, to overcome falsity, to stumble towards the
truth. ” (Postman, 1995, p.116)

From an economic standpoint, the simple idea of being able to stock
knowledge as a disembodied asset belonging to the organization was com-
pelling enough for managers to open-heartedly embrace the KM vogue of
the 1990s. From a technical perspective, the idea of manipulating knowl-
edge as information was embraced as the solution for the challenges posed
by the information economy in the information age. The emphasis on
knowledge in organization has encouraged studies on the nature of knowl-
edge that yielded the re-conceptualization of the firm as a dynamic knowl-
edge-based activity system (Spender, 1996). The superficial and naïve im-
plementation of KM approaches, resting on knowledge as a commodity,
resulted in a blind emphasis on knowledge-based systems at the cost of
deemphasizing knowledge as an attribute of people (Brown and Duguid,
2000).

The commodity perspective reifies “knowledge as a stock or set of dis-
crete elements” (Orlinkowski, 2002, p. 250). Studies based on the distinc-
tion between codified and noncodified knowledge (Hansen, 2002) exploit
the underlying assumption that the major difficulty of transferring knowl-
edge hinges on the difficulty of representing it. They show that the strength
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of the relations between knowledge seekers and knowledge providers af-
fects the likelihood of “noncodified” knowledge being transferred. Al-
though these studies have offered this important insight concerning the
importance of social ties (both weak and strong) between those who own
the problem and those who have the knowledge, they failed to provide a
richer account for the nature of knowledge. They basically treated knowl-
edge as information.

The Fallacies of Traditional Knowledge Management

The traditional approaches for KM, which have mistaken knowledge for
information and a commodity, can be costly. Brown and Duguid (2000)
tell a story of a firm that spent a generous amount to take over a rival, pri-
marily in order to capture this firm’s impressive intellectual capital, only to
finally realize that its real competitive advantage had “lain in the operating
knowledge of its line employees, all of whom had been let go” (p. 122).
Similarly, the somewhat blind notion that KM would allow firms to
downsize their “expensive” staff by process reengineering, which has in-
stead caused them to lose human capital and its collective knowledge, in-
strumental for their operations. As John Thomas (Thomas, 2001) put it:

It is a myth that we can simply "capture" the
knowledge of a thirty-year expert in explicit form
so we can fire the expert and hire someone with no
relevant skills off the street, who can now use the
"knowledge base" to perform like an expert.

At the surface, it seems natural to use knowledge and information inter-
changeably, but there are significant social and technical implications in
doing so. Information can be treated as a self-contained element that can
be manipulated, stored, and retrieved, whereas knowledge entails a knower
(Brown and Duguid, 2000) knowledgeably acting in practice
(Orlinkowski, 2002). The focus shifts from studying only “what” people
hold and share and the suitable technologies for doing so toward studying
of the processes whereby motivated actors become knowledgeable and
share their “knowing how” in practice and the suitable social and technical
contexts for doing so.

Simply designing so that experiences of the past will not be forgotten in
the future is insufficient to adequately address the current (and future)
challenges of our society. Such an approach emphasizes information
needs, although the major challenge nowadays can be characterized as in-
formation overload. Designing for “anytime and anywhere” is not as rele-
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vant as designing to “say the right thing at the right time in the right way”
(Fischer and Ostwald, 2002a). KM should be designed to support evolu-
tion and implement meta-design principles (Fischer and Scharff, 2000) to
support a design culture.

Design Perspective: Social and Situated Views of KM

The greatest contribution of the Internet was not necessarily to facilitate
reach (easy access to information) but to facilitate reciprocity (social ex-
change worldwide) (Brown and Duguid, 1998). Similarly, the design per-
spective for KM goes beyond reach to allow reciprocity. It recognizes the
key role of human agency in knowledgeable performances (Orlinkowski,
2002), which are processes by which stakeholders are capable of knowl-
edgeably acting in practices and thereby making appropriate and informed
decisions concerning a problem at hand.

Knowledge is often portrayed as a possession that people carry around
in their heads and transfer to each other, despite the fact that work is un-
likely to be carried out in isolation, let alone without the aid of external ar-
tifacts. In contrast, we see knowing as mediated by artifacts situated, and
often distributed, in the social environment (Salomon, 1993). Knowledge
then becomes people’s ability to act, participate, and make appropriate and
informed decisions. Knowledge thus emerges from the synergy (rather
than the synthesis) of distributed social networks of stakeholders and arti-
facts, operating in concert to help each other accomplish a common goal. It
is no longer held or possessed, but fluid, distributed, and ”activated.” It fo-
cuses on the role of human agency in enabling the work to get accom-
plished in the context of a design practice within a CoP or CoI.

Due to the complex nature of social settings in which knowledge is en-
acted, it is critical to understand the various aspects that contribute to the
formation of the sociotechnical conditions for stakeholders to accomplish
their work, instead of focusing solely on the knowledge-transferring prob-
lem. To this end, we propose a conceptual framework to understand the
sociotechnical conditions at design time as well as at use time. This
framework attempts to guide the design of KM systems by highlighting the
distributed and collaborative nature of design practices, and to help in the
analyses of organizational issues that may facilitate or hinder the use of
such systems. This framework draws on the following concepts:

• Communities of Practice and Interest: Design contexts in which
the design perspective on KM emerges.

• Distributed Cognition: Knowledge distributed in the environ-
ment.
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• Social Networks: Knowledge as a property of the interactions and
relationships among stakeholders and artifacts.

• Information Ecologies: Complex, coordinated, dynamic, and de-
pendable relationships among actors and information sources.

• Living Organizational Memories: Design rationale for the
evolving KM system to support social networks.

Communities of Practice

The inherently social and situated nature of knowing invites us to consider
a meaningful social structure in which knowledge is enacted, created, and
shared among stakeholders. Such a structure should represent the social
and historical contexts in which they are capable of acting, participating,
and making appropriate and informed decisions. Social practice represents
an important sociocultural structure that embraces most of these aspects.
Through practice, members of a sociocultural community develop a shared
understanding of what they do, how they do it, and how they are related to
each other and to other communities and their practices.

Because individuals often work in collective settings, and knowledge is
distributed among practitioners and their social environments, social prac-
tice was broadened to account for the relationships among these individu-
als within their working communities. Lave and Wenger (1991) define a
CoP as a social structure that captures the interdependence and relationship
among individuals, (legitimate) participation, communities, and sociocul-
tural practices. A CoP creates the conditions for its members to exercise
their ability to put their knowledge into practice (Wenger, 1998).

The ability to knowledgeably act in practice often is different from the
“official knowledge” specified in manuals, directive documentations, and
best practices. It emerges from experience and, more important, active
participation in CoPs. For example, Orr (1996) shows that technicians
must first learn about the work and the social settings, including the tech-
nology, in which services occur so as to tackle the actual sources of the
problems, which in most cases are not necessarily technical. Such knowl-
edge to act in practice can be acquired only through participation and expe-
rience, and mostly shared among members of the same community of
practice.

Despite the informal aspect in most of organizations, CoPs are often
very stable social structures. CoPs have histories, cultural identities, inter-
dependences among members, and mechanisms for reproduction (Lave
and Wenger, 1991). Such stability enables the development of trust, shared
language, strong social ties, and common values, which facilitate the crea-
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tion and dissemination of knowledge among the members of CoPs. Al-
though CoPs are a powerful source of knowledge, they can easily be re-
stricted by the limitations of their own world-view, that is, the risk of
group-think.

Communities of Interest

Working on complex problems usually requires the collaboration and co-
ordination of stakeholders from different CoPs. We define a CoI (Fischer,
2001) as a group of stakeholders brought together from different CoP, on
the basis of a common concern or interest, to solve a particular complex
design problem. They can be thought of as “communities-of-communities”
that help CoPs to overcome the problems they create for themselves. In
contrast to project teams, wherein employees are held together by a formal
contract such as a business project, CoI stakeholders are held together by a
shared interest. There are fundamental differences in their goals and moti-
vations.

CoIs are often more temporary than CoPs and do not establish a social
practice. They are characterized by a shared interest in the framing and
resolution of a design problem and can be more innovative and more trans-
forming than CoPs if they can leverage on the “symmetry of ignorance”
(Rittel, 1984) as a source of collective creative innovations. Challenges
facing CoIs are in building a shared understanding of the problem at hand,
which often does not exist at the beginning but evolves incrementally and
collaboratively. Members of CoIs must learn to communicate with and
learn from each other (Engeström, 2001), although they may have different
perspectives and perhaps different vocabularies for describing their ideas.
Learning within CoIs is more complex and multi-faceted than legitimate
peripheral participation (Lave and Wenger, 1991) in CoPs, which assumes
that there is a single knowledge system within which newcomers move
toward the center over time.

Because CoPs hold a single knowledge system, acting knowledgeably is
often unproblematic and relatively easy compared to the challenges of op-
erating within CoIs, which often do not share a common language and
practice. Various social strategies have been proposed to mitigate these
challenges and facilitate the sharing of knowledge and allowing knowl-
edgeable performances within CoIs, such as: developing boundary objects
(Bowker and Star, 2000), supporting knowledge brokers (Barbara and
Clifton, 1992), fomenting the use of electronic communication systems,
and disseminating “useful-practices” (in contrast to best-practices)
(Orlinkowski, 2002). These strategies are important as attempts to circum-
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vent the social and technical obstacles that often impede an effective ex-
change of information within CoIs.

Distributed Cognition

The design perspective requires a framework for studying the distributed
nature of KM. Resting on a distributed and coordinated notion of knowl-
edge, such a framework should account for the complex, distributed, and
sociohistorical nature of human actions in the world. In our research, we
have employed distributed cognition (Hollan, et al., 2001, Salomon, 1993)
as such a framework.

Distributed cognition holds that knowledge does not necessarily reside
solely in a person’s head, but is often created by and revealed in social
practices, and mediated by sociotechnical artifacts situated in a social envi-
ronment. One major contribution of this framework is to expand the unit of
analysis for cognition from merely focusing on cognitive processes in an
individual’s head toward a systemic view of cognition delimited by func-
tional relationships of the elements that participate in a task situated in a
sociohistorical context. Another important contribution is to bring culture,
context, and history back to the study of cognition. According to distrib-
uted cognition, all human activities are embedded in sociohistorical con-
texts, which are not solely created by local cultural and historical practices,
but also co-created by each participant’s own history and life-experience.

Social Networks

Social networks (SNs) offer a way to understand the complex dynamics of
communities (Hillary, 1955), and how people exchange support, by shift-
ing away from a sociogeographic structure toward a structure of interper-
sonal relationships (Wellman and Gulia, 1999). SNs help us understand
how individuals share information, experiences, and support, and how they
accomplish their tasks (Nardi, et al., 2000). Sns are source of human capi-
tal (Coleman, 1988) that allow stakeholders to engage in socially meaning-
ful collaborative activities, helping them recognize the importance of their
cohort in the building of knowledge. The strength of interpersonal ties
(weak or strong) is instrumental to community organization, the diffusion
of influence, information and innovation, social cohesion, and emotional
and professional support (Granovetter, 1973, Rogers, 1995).

The SN view of exclusively linking people needs to be extended to in-
clude information, resources, and artifacts. A knowledge level perspective
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is required to extend the traditional view of an SN (Carley and Hill, 2001).
Traditionally, an SN refers to “the who” in the organization, which refers
to the active agents who possess the knowledge to get the work done. “The
who” is capable of knowing some of “the what” or “who else to ask,” and
thereby capable of taking knowledgeable actions. “The what” is essentially
information (i.e., resources, personal and professional support, and related
personal experiences and stories) that is traditionally not an element of an
SN. From the design perspective of KM there is a need to integrate “the
who” and “the what,” and, more important, to support the synergy between
them so as to allow knowledge to be enacted in practice. SNs in organiza-
tions thus become distributed cognition systems, the existence of which
can be often attributed to balanced information ecologies.

Information Ecologies

The distribution of cognition in an SN creates the need for the orchestra-
tion of human actions to allow common goals to be achieved. Such or-
chestrated actions, as Hutchins describes in his account of ship navigation
(Hutchins, 1993), can be achieved only through learning-by-doing-in-
practice and, more important, through learning to become an active and re-
sponsible member of a CoP or CoI. The last construct of our framework
concerns the nature of the relationships among all elements that participate
in creating the contexts in which knowledgeable actors knowledgeably act.
Its major focus is not on the synthesis of such elements, but on their syn-
ergy. Ecology can be thought of as a cognitive architecture—complex
networks of stakeholders interacting, and thereby enabling information
flow among them—and as a sociotechnical system.

The notion of ecology represents synergy among heterogeneous ele-
ments, and also alerts for the danger of ecological failure due to environ-
mental imbalance (Nardi and O'Day, 1999). Ecology implies a focus on
evolution, and the need to constantly nurture the relationships among its
members. Hence, it should be given the time to grow, but not without its
members’ active efforts to direct and shape it so as to create adequate (so-
cial and technical) environments that in turn enable synergy among its
elements. For instance, Nardi and O’Day (1999) describe the important,
yet often unaccounted, work of librarians in corporate libraries. Librarians
and clients often work together repeatedly and get to know each other.
This allows librarians to better understand their clients’ actual information
needs, allowing them to offer information that their clients would other-
wise be unable to find. Conversely, clients know when and how to appro-
priately place their requests by knowing what to expect from the librarians.
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As sociotechnical systems, these information ecologies cannot be com-
pletely understood by the study of its parts, but by the relationships among
them, that is, the complexity of integrating technology into the environ-
ment as well as its use and its reciprocal impact on the practices and the
technology itself. Such interrelationships highlight the importance of ac-
tive participation of those whose work practices and everyday lives will be
affected by the technology, the long-term co-evolution of activities and
technologies, and the “keystone species”—individuals with skills, experi-
ences, and motivations without which an ecological system cannot ade-
quately function.

Living Organizational Memories for KM

Based on the message of this chapter of that learning from the past is not
enough, we need collaborative KM systems in which participants can go
beyond the information given (Bruner, 1973) by creating new understand-
ings and by learning from their peers. Informed participation (Brown, et
al., 1994), which transcends the simple access to existing information
sources (Fischer and Ostwald, 2002b), requires social changes as well as
new interactive systems that provide the opportunity and resources for so-
cial debate and discussion rather than merely delivering predigested infor-
mation to participants. Systems that attempt to capture “all possible infor-
mation” are closed systems, and they are most likely to fail in supporting
all needs from real-world problems without being constantly reinvented.

To change KM systems from closed to living organizational memories
(Terveen, et al., 1995), we have developed a process model, the seeding,
evolutionary growth, and reseeding (SER) model (Fischer, et al., 2001),
that supports the design and deployment of evolving and sustainable sys-
tems. The SER model describes three phases of evolution in terms of the
stakeholders involved and their activities. The seeding phase creates the
initial conditions for the adoption and initial use of a system. The evolu-
tionary growth phase is characterized by a series of “creation, integration,
and dissemination” cycles (Fischer and Ostwald, 2001), whereby relevant
information that emerges from work activities is created, integrated, and
disseminated by those who own the problem. Finally, reseeding is a stage
wherein the system is reorganized to address future needs.

The SER model is supported in turn by meta-design. Meta-design is a
design approach that attempts to create technologies that support content
changes as well as structural changes at use time. It supports processes for
creating new media and environments that allow users to act as designers.
It enables structural changes at technical, social, and content levels, and it
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attempts to create a new mindset wherein users are no longer simply con-
sumers of information, but are active co-designers (Fischer, 2002).

Web2gether: KM Support for Special Education

The Web2gether project is a multi-year-long effort embedded in the larger
research project “CLever: Cognitive Levers – Helping People Help Them-
selves” (CLever, 2003) to understand and provide social and technical
means for supporting the use of technologies in special education. Early in
our investigation (Kintsch and DePaula, 2002), we found that one of the
major barriers to the adequate use of technologies in this environment was
the lack of professional as well as social support. We shifted then our ap-
proach from simply offering a technical solution to facilitate the access to
these educational resources toward a sociotechnical approach to offer
means for participants to reach each other, and thereby create and develop
SNs. Web2gether was designed aiming at this goal by helping caregivers
not only find resources, but form SNs and share their experiences. Sharing
experiences has been shown to be an effective design approach for KM
systems in the context of distributed and complex work practices (Bobrow
and Whalen, 2002).  It aims to go beyond the mere access model of tech-
nology (Arias, et al., 1999) by following the SER model. It is a collabora-
tive KM system, which instantiates the conceptual framework presented in
this chapter.

In our research, we were able to identify a series of conflicts and contra-
dictions that emerged from special education practices, and opportunities
to overcome some of these limitations with the support of the use of a col-
laborative KM system. The support for SNs is an important step toward the
development of communities (of practice and interest). Our attempt to de-
ploy and implement Web2gether in the schools has raised numerous con-
cerns regarding its use and adoption. These concerns are presented here
along with the lessons learned.

A Brief History of Web2gether

This project began when an assistive technology specialist from the BVSD
created and distributed a CD-ROM with a large number of programs that
were potentially beneficial for the education of students with special needs.
The failure to see widespread use of the CD initiated our current research
program and resulted in a conceptual framework for understanding the low
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adoption and the high abandonment rates of technologies in special educa-
tion (Kintsch and DePaula, 2002).

To address this problem, the CD-ROM was improved with meta-data to
support the location of the available educational resources suited for par-
ticular needs. This extension was still limiting to the extent that it could
not support the “creation-integration-dissemination” cycles (Fischer and
Ostwald, 2001) that are necessary to support adequate sharing of informa-
tion among and across social practices.

Table 2: Development Phases of Web2gether

CD-ROM Web2gether

Development Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Data Structures Categories Meta-data Personal experi-
ences

Information Access Browsing Searching Recommendation

Design Approach Access Access Informed participa-
tion

Goal Facilitate ac-
cess to the re-
source by
making them
readily avail-
able

Facilitate the
discovery of the
resource by im-
plementing
searching
mechanisms

Development of
SN among care-
givers to facilitate
support to the use
of technology in
schools

We extended this approach by developing Web2gether. During the last
few years, we have built a close relationship with the special education
community, which has allowed us to collaborate on the design, develop-
ment, and deployment of Web2gether. The information space of
Web2gether was initially “seeded” with the software applications from the
CD-ROM. This initial seed was considered to be a necessary condition to
motivate users’ active participation and thereby foster new contributions.

The system underwent three major design and development phases
during this time. Table 2 shows the phases that have been implemented
and assessed. It highlights the major design orientations in each phase,
namely underlying data structures, major information access mechanisms,
design approaches, and design goals. Aiming at providing support for the
design perspective of KM and addressing some of the concerns from our
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fieldwork, Web2gether evolved to becoming a living organizational mem-
ory. The design focused on the following considerations (see Fig. 1 for
more details on the implementation of this considerations):

• Ongoing support for the professional development process;
• Equal access to the professional development opportunities;
• Safe environment for sharing experiences and ideas in that partici-

pants have their privacy and confidentiality assured;
• Recognition and reward mechanisms for achievement and partici-

pation;
• Support for both institutional as well as individual requirements

(i.e., a resource shared through the technology should address the
particular needs of a student with disabilities and his or her par-
ticular educational goals based on the curriculum);

• Help for users to find others with similar interests, needs, and ex-
periences, and to effectively enable them to find informa-
tion/resources relevant to the task at hand;

• Support for managing personal contact in order to facilitate com-
munication and overcome the sense of isolation.

Web2gether allows users to share stories and personal experiences
(Denning, 2001, Thomas, 2001) regarding unique cases in which users
came up with effective solutions to address their unique needs. For exam-
ple, In the Café (see Fig. 1) users may share experiences regarding unique
behavior challenges in trying to facilitate inclusion of students in the gen-
eral education classrooms; adaptations made on existing technologies for
unusual situations not anticipated by technology designers (e.g., computer
games originally designed for entertainment being utilized to help a stu-
dent with severe cognitive disability to learn cause-and-effect concepts);
and accommodations and modifications of curricular materials to meet the
unique needs of students with multiple disabilities (see Area 5 in Fig. 1).

By making the accumulated experiences of individuals in an organiza-
tion publicly available to each other, and in particular to newcomers, we
hypothesized that Web2gether can help in establishing connections among
weakly bonded individuals (see Area 1, 2, and 6 in Fig. 1). Information
sharing thereby facilitates the development of stronger social bonds among
like-minded individuals facing similar experiences, thereby enabling the
exchange of professional and personal support. Web2gether can enhance
the practices in special education by helping these professionals connect
with one another and get the support they need to cope with their day-to-
day challenges (see Area 1 in Fig. 1).

The goal of Web2gether was not only to enable users to access informa-
tion relevant to their problems at hand, but also to turn these resources into
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objects-to-think-with as well as objects-to-talk-about (i.e., to provide
means whereby users can interactively rethink their problems, re-
conceptualize information needs, and share their problems and ideas). For

1 2 3

4

5

6

Fig. 1. Web2gether Screenshot – This figure highlights six major areas of the
Web2gether system that address some of the design consideration presented in
this chapter: 1) Management of personal contact information; 2) Support for
finding resources relevant to the problem at hand (Similar Contents); 3) Col-
laboration and professional support (Users’ Comments); 4) User’s relationship
with the contributor; 5) Support for institutional requirements and individual
needs; and 6) Who is accessing?– social awareness based on social networks.
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instance, in reading others’ personal experiences and stories, a user could
learn how to approach a given problem and identify unique modifications
in existing technologies to support it. Web2gether makes use of stories as
means for fostering the creation and dissemination of personal experiences
by continuous learning to replenish and renew the existing stock of life-
experiences and educational resources. These experiences not only provide
situated information regarding the context in which the technology and
education materials were previously utilized, but also provide means for
users to identify other users with similar experiences to ask for support. By
doing so, they become means for the creation and development of an SN
among those involved with special education.

Research Setting and Methods

The design, development, use, and assessment of Web2gether took place at
various schools in the Boulder Valley School District (BVSD)—a school
districted in Colorado, in which our research center is located. In the
BVSD, special education services are available to all students whose dis-
abilities interfere with their ability to receive reasonable benefit from gen-
eral education instruction alone. Currently, the district offers special edu-
cation support to more than 3400 students, ranging from students with
mild learning or emotional disabilities to students with severe multiple dis-
abilities. Approximately 165 special education teachers, 300 teacher aides,
15 occupational and physical therapists, and 30 speech language patholo-
gists work with these students.

We collected data through participant observation, semi-structured in-
terviews, and informal open-ended interviews. We conducted a series of
site-visits at different schools in the BVSD, where we observed and fol-
lowed the work of special education professionals, and we carried out a se-
ries of semi-structured and informal interviews with special education
teachers and related service providers, namely occupational and physical
therapists, speech language pathologists, social workers, and psycholo-
gists, to understand the issues pertaining to the use of technologies in the
support of their students. We observed the work of several of these profes-
sionals working directly with students with disabilities, and participated in
a few technology-training meetings.
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Lessons Learned

Table 3 summarizes the lessons learned from our research. It highlights the
major opportunities as well as challenges to the use of Web2gether by spe-
cial education professionals in schools. Our fieldwork has revealed a great
opportunity to apply the design perspective to support special education in-
formation and support needs. In contrast to the traditional views of educa-
tion and classrooms, special education is a unique and complex work envi-
ronment that involves not only the education of students with disabilities,
but also continuous time, people, and resource management, not unlike a
traditional office environment.

Opportunities for Web2gether

Special education teachers (hereinafter referred to as teachers) are fre-
quently physically, professionally, and socially isolated from their peers
and other professionals. Limited time for extra-curricular activities and the
state of being constantly overworked (Barab, et al., 2001) contribute to the
lack of opportunities for sharing and for building relationships with other
professionals. They have been unable to establish connections that would
facilitate the sharing of “know-how,” information, and support important
to their day-to-day challenges in dealing with the unique needs of their
students, namely universe-of-one. Experiences to help other teachers cope
with emerging problems are seldom shared. Teachers often find them-
selves unable to deal with issues that peers may have already experienced
and for which they found solutions. Not knowing “who to ask, and who to
tell” (Kass and Stadnyk, 1992, Nardi, et al., 2000) becomes a major prob-
lem in coping with the universe-of-one nature of special education.
Learning from the past is unable to fully address these issues. One exam-
ple is the traditional teacher professional development method that hinges
on training programs and the development of best practices or training is
inadequate to provide the ongoing and long-lasting support necessary for a
sustainable education of these professionals (Barab, et al., 2001, Schlager,
et al., 2002). Being isolated and having to deal with very unique problems
are great challenges in special education work practices, but they also offer
great opportunities to the use of Web2gether.
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Table 3: The Opportunities and Challenges to the Use of Web2gether

Opportunities Challenges
Nature of Knowledge Universe-of-one Highly situated in time

and students’ day-to-day
needs

Creation Teachers dealing with unique
cases, create situated solutions
to these problem

Time constraints, and
motivating active partici-
pation

Integration Matching solutions of unique
cases with the problem at hand,
and matching unique uses of
technologies with the curriculum

Time and knowledge for
doing the matches

Tasks Find resources and support from
others to help educate their stu-
dents

Constant management of
resources, and paper-
work – impediments to
the use of innovation

Learning From each other’s experiences
and stories

Costs of actively partici-
pating and taking the
time to learn

Dissemination Reducing the costs by connect-
ing individuals facing similar ex-
periences

Time constraints, privacy,
and lack of a culture of
sharing

Technologies Living OM and recommender
system

Costs of learning to use
innovations, acceptance
of innovations and
changes

Work Style Constant needs for adaptations
and modifications to match the
educational needs and abilities
of students – highly improvised

Overworked, and under
constant time pressure

Social Structures Overcoming the physical isola-
tion or classroom limitations and
constraints

Top-down (or institution-
alized), lack of a sharing
culture, and isolated

Work Structures Reaching those facing similar
challenges

Hierarchical, highly
regulated

Incentive Structures Personal initiatives Difficulties to motivate
risk-taking or learning

Breakdowns Learning from experience, and
improving existing practices

Lack of resources and
time to cope with the
costs of failures
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Benefiting from Existing Information Ecologies. Special education is
a complex environment in which one finds a few cohesive information
ecologies. Within these ecologies, information, support, activities, and
technologies necessary for the adequate support of the needs of students
with disabilities synergistically flow among special education profession-
als and through their artifacts and social practices. They are, however, the
exception rather than the rule—islands of success stories made possible by
the dedication and hard work of individual persons. We saw an opportu-
nity in Web2gether to provide a means whereby teachers can bridge these
ecologies, find the professional and personal support they need, and share
their experiences.

Important key species in these ecologies are the assistive technology
specialists. They play a critical role in fostering the use of technology and
the dissemination of information across schools. The use of technologies
hinges on the active involvement and ability of these professionals not
only to find the appropriate technologies, but also to collaborate with
teachers and parents in accommodating, modifying, and learning how to
use them. These specialists act as “knowledge brokers,” bridging the gap
between those who need support and the potential solutions. In realizing
the role played by these professionals, a great deal of design effort was put
on supporting their work. Not only are they likely to benefit the most from
a broader adoption of Web2gether, but they experience a lower entrance
cost (or threshold) to use it because their practices are more closely related
to the use of such technology from the beginning. There is a higher value
in using the system as well as motivating others to use it. In this regard,
they play a critical role in disseminating the use of the system throughout
the district because one important aspect of their work is to provide these
professionals with new technologies.

Learning by Sharing Experiences. The exchange of stories is an im-
portant aspect of learning among special education professionals. They
often share stories and life experiences as a means to give and receive
technical, professional, and social support. Stories set the stage for discus-
sions as well as create the necessary common ground for helping and
learning to take place. They help these professionals learn from each other
and understand the context in which solutions to the problems are em-
ployed so they can attempt to carry them over to their specific situations
and needs. We observed in our fieldwork that stories provide more situated
and contextual information regarding the experience, allowing specialists
to contrast the current situation with their previous experiences, and
thereby come up with more effective solutions to the problem at hand. This
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is often the case among collocated professionals or those working in teams
within schools, but it is seldom the reality across schools. The only op-
portunities take place in training sessions or in-services offered by the dis-
trict. Web2gether attempts to help teachers overcome these physical barri-
ers, allowing them to reach out to one another and exchange their
experiences.

Much of the reality concerning the actual use of Web2gether was un-
veiled when we attempted to introduce it into the work practices. This has
helped us further understand the barriers for change in the school environ-
ment, which hinders attempts to introduce Web2gether into its practices.
We observed that these barriers for change became a major impediment in
the adoption of the system. Not being able to change existing practices and
norms directly affected the use and adoption of the system. We next de-
scribe some of these barriers when we introduced Web2gether into special
education work environments. They highlight the major challenges special
education professionals face in using the system to support their work
practices (see Table  3).

Barriers for Change: Challenges in Introducing Web2gether

“This book is not so much about stories to pre-
serve organizations: it’s about using stories to
change them.” (Denning, 2001, p xviii)

Technological innovation is only one side of the solution for the challenges
teachers face in their daily practices. For Web2gether to add any value to
their practices, it needs to be meaningfully integrated into the overall orga-
nizational structures (i.e., social, work, and incentive structures). This re-
quires changes in both technology and organization.

Changes are often subject to conflicts and resistances. The complex in-
terrelation between technical and organizational changes is seldom re-
ported in the KM literature. In our research, despite all the efforts to seed
the information spaces with appropriate contents and despite the support
from the department of special education in the district to facilitate the in-
troduction of Web2gether into the classrooms, we faced many challenges
to overcome the barriers to organizational changes.

Lack of Incentive Structures. The school system offers little incentive
for promoting changes, taking risks, and adopting innovative ideas. The
only reward for changing and trying to improve the education of their stu-
dents is the teachers’ personal satisfaction and the sense of self-fulfillment.
Schools often do not reward their employees for achievements, but are
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likely to punish them for failures (Hodas, 1996). Teachers rarely take risks
in implementing innovations whose benefits are not directly associated
with the institutional interests.

Lack of Time. Time pressure often hinders any attempt or willingness to
find, learn, and use new technologies. Due to ongoing time pressures,
teachers are more likely to see high costs in the use of a technology. They
then face the dilemma of the active user (Carroll and Rosson, 1987): how
to balance time to get the work done and to learn to use an innovation. The
dilemma of the active user is related to the rational choices workers make
while facing competing or conflicting situations, such as the trade-offs
between dealing with pressing problems and investing in long-term solu-
tions (such as learning to use a new technology). Overcoming this situation
does not necessarily reside on learning outweighing work, or vice versa,
but rather on the integration of both. Learning and working should become
the same aspect of carrying out any activity in a work practice. Toward
this end, innovations in the workplace have to be meaningfully integrated
into practices, so that learning and use become the same activity through
which users can see tangible benefits and long-term impact in their work
practices and careers.

Tangible Rewards and Long-term Investments. In normal situations,
special education professionals are likely to take a more conservative po-
sition and carry out activities that are likely to have a clear and short-term
impact on their work as well as their careers. For example, special educa-
tion teachers are likely to spend a great deal of their time teaching their
students to take the standardized tests because these tests have a direct and
obvious impact on their work, as opposed to spending time engaging in
activities to learn how to use Web2gether so that they can obtain support
from other professionals. In this kind of situation, institutional pressures
that clearly impact their careers eclipse any benefit from the long-term in-
vestments of using Web2gether.

Merging Existing with New Structures. In order to understand the
challenges to change is critical to first understand the relationship between
social and technical structures existing in the environment and the social
and technical structures embedded in the design of a technology. The in-
troduction of a technology often requires institutional and social changes
to accommodate the new structures engendered in its use. If these new
structures conflict with the existing ones in some respects, a barrier to
change will ensue, and innovations likely will not be adopted. The recon-
ciliation of these two structures can be facilitated by the use of participa-
tory design activities as well as meta-design approaches to allow users to
make appropriate modifications and accommodations in the structures em-
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bedded in the technology as the need for changes unfold through its design
and use.

“Build It and No One Comes:” Challenges in the Seeding
Process

One major challenge in the design and deployment of Web2gether was that
“we build it, and no one came” (Smith and Farquhar, 2000). Collaborative
and evolving systems are of no value or use without users’ active and in-
formed participation and contributions. To help overcome this “cold-start”
problem, the information space on Web2gether was initially seeded
(Fischer, et al., 2001) with the software applications from the CD. We hy-
pothesized that this initial seed was argued to be a necessary condition to
motivate teachers’ active participation and thereby foster new contribu-
tions.

Despite the seeding process, no major use of Web2gether was observed
early in the project. Ever during the design of Web2gether, we were not
convinced that “if we build it, they would come.”

Creating meaningful seeds is the first step toward this goal. The seed
was originally regarded to be the technical infrastructures and the initial
contents implemented on Web2gether. This notion had to be extended to
include social infrastructures to support the use of the system in its users’
everyday work activities. We concluded that a meaningful seed for a KM
system necessarily has to address the existing information and support
needs, but it should not be limited to technical functionalities and content.
In our research it was fundamental to provide social infrastructures that
permit users to integrate the innovations and changes promoted by the use
the system into their everyday work practices.

A seed should be a bridge between existing practices (and the socio-
technical structures embedded in them) and the innovations (and the so-
ciotechnical structures embedded in the design of the system):

• It should provide social structures that promote collaboration and
connections between users;

• It should set the tone of the discussions and interactions to help
them understand the possibilities offered by the system; and

• It should also be built on structured activities that help integrate
the use of the system and their everyday activities, thereby facili-
tating its adoption.

A seed is a boundary object that, while helping users make sense of the
sociotechnical system by linking innovation and existing practices, creates
opportunities for them to rethink and improve these practices in this new
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context. It is the first step to facilitate a meaningful integration between
“traditions and transcendences.”

From Knowledge of the Past to Informed Participation

The “knowledge of the past” approach for the design of KM systems rein-
forces a passive notion of information sharing, in which users are supposed
to act as consumers of information previously digested by content design-
ers or knowledge engineers. It encourages forms of participation that are
primarily motivated by an individual’s interest in self-benefit (“what is
there for me now?”), which is generally not conducive to a more sustain-
able participation, and thereby to the development of a living organiza-
tional memory. In contrast, the design perspective puts forth the notion of
“knowledge as enacted in practice,” emphasizing that knowledge is con-
stantly evolving as a by-product of “knowers’” interactions with one an-
other and acting in the context of their social practices. Knowledge re-
quirements and workers’ participations are not static—everyone is a
potential knowledgeable contributor.

It is critical that users abandon a purely “consumer” mindset, and take
on a more designer mindset (Fischer, 2002). This is a cultural change
whereby users learn to take an active as well as informed role in the proc-
esses that directly impact their own work practices and social environ-
ments. Moving from the mere passive attitude of expecting to be able to
access all possible resources toward a more active attitude of becoming in-
formed participants represents a major cultural shift not only in the ways
people make use of collaborative KM systems, but in the ways they do
their work, interact with others, and see their roles in the society. It does
not mean that users need to be active all the time, but to be willing to take
risks, learn, and do things in ways that have not been imagined before in
order to contribute to their personal development as well as the develop-
ment of their social practices, and helping them to do the same. Only with
this progressive attitude can collaborative KM systems such as
Web2gether be of value to its users and to society in general.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed the design perspective of KM. It sup-
ports the concept of social networks in which communities of practices and
interests work collaboratively produce solutions to complex design prob-
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lems. Knowledge is viewed as distributed and synergistically enacted by a
network of actors when they carry out their design practices.

Special education is a complex environment that benefits from this KM
perspective. Teachers face everyday unique challenges that require the ex-
pertise of a team of dedicated professionals working synergistically and
collaboratively to help those with disabilities accomplish their daily tasks.
In this environment, the knowledge of the past perspective is not enough.
Instead, our fieldwork has shown the opportunities and benefits in intro-
ducing a KM system based on the design perspective into special educa-
tion as a means for continuous learning. We have designed and imple-
mented Web2gether to help special education professionals obtain ongoing
and sustainable professional and personal support and to have access to
education resources they need to help their students with disabilities.

These benefits are not likely to be realized without the co-evolution of
practices and technology. Technology alone will not solve the institutional
and cultural challenges necessary for the implementation of the design
perspective on KM. Major institutional and technical barriers for change
need to be overcome. Changes will take place only if those involved in the
design and development of innovations come to appreciate the delicate
balance between existing cultural practices and innovations. Without a
seamless integration of these two “worlds,” we will not be able to create
the necessary sociotechnical conditions for a new synergy between exist-
ing structures and new structures to emerge. Only through a careful bal-
ance between “tradition and the transcendence” will KM solutions be able
to augment existing norms, values, and cultures with innovations.

Our research in this context supports the argument why learning from
the past is not enough to help stakeholders accomplish their tasks prac-
tices. Knowledge is not a commodity to be consumed but is collaboratively
designed and constructed in the doing of work. Our fieldwork has unveiled
the opportunities as well as the challenges of implementing an alternative
perspective for KM, the design perspective, which addresses this complex
and situated nature of work. A complete discussion on KM cannot be lim-
ited to an epistemological analysis of knowledge or a technical evaluation
of KM systems. It has to address the social, political, and technical issues
of existing practices to guide the design as well as the introduction of KM
innovations into the practices of those will be directly affected by them.
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